
 
2023 
Personal: Continue accepting and giving help to and fun with my adult daughters, their partners and children. 

Continue supporting N with his cancer and eventually with his death. When he dies, move to a smaller 
place (discharge!) that will allow a simple activist life – and be comfortable. 

 Get my room and affairs in better order (discharge!) 
 Continue seeing friends where present connection is nourishing, not everyone I’ve ever been close to. 

Deepen and enjoy my four friendships with young adults, introduce RC or SAL where appropriate. 
Health: From February: follow Zoe programme for nutrition. By April: regain strength in left leg, using gym 

and Pilates – aim to be able to be a street activist as well as an online one, and live long.  
Writing: By April finish editing and submit my cli-fi novel Blank Times. 
RC: Support Fran as acting ARP and Shirley as RRP in wake of B’s death. 
 Support the climate co-ordinators Jill and Shannon. Offer to lead a regional day on Unified Goal. 
 Aim to get everyone in the region making friends with YAs and prioritising teaching and backing them. 

Continue leading my YA climate activist class, my small group discharging on XR. 
 Continue working closely with Chioma and Beth, leading monthly climate call. 
 Continue supporting S, as long as he makes the changes he’s undertaken to make.  
Activism: Join with my XR affinity group in whatever action we decide once airport judicial decision is 

announced. By summer, review climate movement scene and decide whether to join Climate Justice 
Coalition (or something else). Long term aim: to change the public narrative in Britain from empire-
nostalgia to justice-seeking as expression of love of country. Work with others in this, possibly E and 
H.  

 
2024 
AS above, but  
Writing: When and if Blank Times gets an agent, review my Maoist novel China’s Daughter and consider 

rewriting. Otherwise renew efforts to get Blank Times published.  
RC: Lead another Funds for climate activists. Discharge any early material that stops me seeing and acting 

on my significance in the world. Continue to contribute to SAL work. 
Activism: As soon as my health and personal life allow, choose a way of using my knowledge and skills by 

taking leadership (in widest most co-operative sense) in a climate justice movement. Do it.  
 
Note: with a husband with a terminal illness and in my late seventies, it is unrealistic to make a five year plan. 
That’s why I haven’t done it before. The climate movement situation in the UK is in transition and I can’t yet 
see where I can best put my energy, when I have more energy to put! 
 
 
 
   
 
  
  


